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Abstract: Adaptive filtering consists of filtering andadaptation process. Adaptation process can be performed
using adaptive algorithm like Least Mean Square (LMS). LMS algorithm is known for its simplicity and less
complexity as it has no matrix operations. When LMS is applied to sparse system where in many zero nearing
coefficients exist, convergence rate is poor. In order to achieve better convergence performance, Modified LMS
algorithm is proposed to consider the zero nearing coefficients of Sparse System. This LMS is termed as Zero
Attracted LMS (ZALMS). This modified LMS and conventional LMS are realized in Direct form with zero
adaptation delay. Zero adaptation delay results in less complexity as it paves way for time multiplexed
architecture. Due to this, it requires N multipliers instead of 2N multipliers where N is the order of the filter.
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INTRODUCTION Stochastic gradient algorithms (LMS) exhibits good

Adaptive filtering generally adjusts the parameters of In contrast, RLS algorithms of Least Square
the system in order to achieve optimal performance based estimationexhibit   poor    tracking    behaviour   and
on the criteria which is specific to application. Adaptive model-dependent. Sparse system identification is one of
filters have wide range of applications such as echo the application areas of adaptive filtering. Sparse system
cancellation, noise cancellation, system identification, has its own impulse response which consists of many
channel equalization and beam forming etc [1]. In fields zero nearing coefficients and very few large coefficients.
like speech processing, communications, radar, sonar, To improve the filter performance for identifying the
seismology requires optimized system coefficients that sparse system, many algorithms are developed.
need to be adjusted over time depending on the input Conventional LMS algorithms do not reflect the property
signal. In general, filter structure could be either FIR or of sparse system. ZALMS algorithm can be chosen due
IIR, with many architectural variations can be used as an to its simplicity, robustness and satisfactory convergence
adaptive digital filter (ADF). When compared to different performance as stated in [4] and [5]. In general direct-form
structural options, it is clear that for FIR filters as stated LMS adaptive filter has longer critical path. In order to
in [2] the direct form is more suitable due to its reduce the critical path delay, pipelined implementation
coefficients update happens all at the same time. For IIR can be used.
filters, lattice structure is a good choice as stated in [3] In the Zero-Attracting LMS (ZA-LMS) and the
because lattice filters are generally having low fixed-point Reweighted Zero-Attracting LMS (RZA-LMS) are
arithmetic round-off error sensitivity and a simplified proposed to improve the performance of LMS-type
stability control of the coefficients. Adaptive algorithms adaptive methods.The zero attractor exploits sparsity in
are based on two approaches namely taps during the filtering process and accelerates

Stochastic Gradient Approach mean square error than the standard LMS. For further
Least Square Estimation improvement  in the  filtering  performance, the RZA-LMS

tracking behaviour  and  they   are   model  independent.

convergence for sparse systems. ZA-LMS achieves lower
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is introduced using a reweighted zero attractor. The RZA- In a modified DLMS algorithm is proposed which
LMS can also be implemented when number of non-zero provides a faster convergence rate with less
taps increases. The performance of the RZA-LMS is computational complexity compared to the conversion
superior to that of the ZA-LMS numerically. based DLMS algorithm. The proposed algorithm uses the

In a zero attracting proportionate], the proportionate error signal from each stage of the adaptive FIR filter
normalized least mean square (PNLMS) algorithm is independently to update the value of the corresponding
proposed to achieve fast initial convergence and steady coefficient. Actually DLMS algorithm was proposed to
state excess mean square error (EMSE) by introducing a overcome the throughput problem of the LMS algorithm.
l1 norm (of the coefficients) penalty in the cost function. It is noted that the error e(n) in LMS is generated after
This algorithm assigns independent step sizes to the carrying out one multiplication and N sequential additions
different taps where each step size proportional to the as N is the order of the filter. This N sequential addition
magnitude of the respective tap weight. When non-zero limits the throughput rate of the LMS algorithm. To
taps converge, the speed of convergence slows down as achieve the throughput, D the delay is introduced in the
the effective step sizes for the inactive i.e., zero or near error feedback path. This inserted delay D results in
zero taps become progressively less.The zero attractor slower convergence. Hence to improve the convergence
induces shrinkage of the coefficients that corresponds to rate, conversion based DLMS was proposed in [2]. But
the inactive taps and this prevents the slowing down of this results in increase in hardware complexity.
the convergence of the PNLMS algorithm.

In, a new proportionate normalized least mean square Proposed Work: In conventional LMS algorithm, during
(PNLMS) adaptive algorithm is introduced for the better every clock cycle, system coefficients get updated
performance of block sparse system. The system is simultaneously to compute the output. Generally
basedon the optimization of mixed l1, 2 norm of the conventional LMS can be implemented in both direct form
adaptive filter’s coefficients. Both the NLMS and the and transpose form. Critical path is longer for direct form
traditional PNLMS are special cases of Block Sparse implementation as it has time consuming inner product
PNLMS (BS-PNLMS).BS-IPNLMS is implemented for both computation to obtain thefilter output. Time consumption
sparse and dispersive impulse responses. in inner product calculation, is due to arithmetic

In , a new normalized least mean fourth (NLMF) operations which starts only after the input operands are
algorithm is proposed to maintain stability as the input available completely. Hence addition operation is carried
power of the adaptivefilter increases. .The algorithm is out only after multiplication operation and thus the critical
derived through the minimization of the mean fourth path of the multiply-add operation in adaptive filtering
normalized estimation error. The step size bound depends process is:
on the weight initialization, while it does not depend on
the input power of the adaptive filter. T  = T  + T (1)

In, A modular pipelined filter architecture is
implemented based on a time shifted version of Delayed where T  and T  are the time required for
LMS algorithm. This pipelined architecture preserves the multiplication and addition respectively. Hence for direct
most desirable features of both lattice and traversal form form adaptive filter without pipelining, the critical path is
adaptive filters. Time shifted DLMS algorithm obtained estimated as:
from normal DLMS algorithm can be implemented using
pipelined fashion. Weight update and output can proceed T = 2T  + (N + 1) T (2)
in parallel with an array of identical processing elements.
Speedup is more for this proposed architecture. LMS algorithm is modified to Normalized LMS to

In, To reduce the delay D (Adaptation delay), low improve the convergence performance by changing the
critical period (i.e., high throughput) and satisfying the step size between each iterations. In NLMS, the step size
requirements  of  systolic  array realization, an efficient is actually a variable factor which helps in error
tree-systolic  processing  element   and   an  optimized minimization. Also it has the norm factor in calculating the
tree-level rule is designed in order to maintain minimum step size which could be complex when compare to
delay and high regularity under the constraint of maximum conventional LMS algorithm. Even this NLMS proposed
driving of feedback error signal. so  far  is  not  considered  the  zero  adaptation  with  time
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multiplexed architecture and shrinkage factor. In During rising edge of the clock pulse, the registers in
Proportionate LMS (PNLMS), L2 norm factor is
considered  but  it does  not consider the L1 norm factor.
It has been implemented in transpose form which inherits
the pipelined structure and thus results in register
complexity.

In order to suit for sparse system with low complexity
i.e., by considering the shrinkage and zero adaptation
delay with low complexity, modified Direct form LMS is
proposed called Zero attractor LMS. This proposed
algorithm exhibits the sparse property of the system
during adaptive filtering process. In order to achieve low
complexity, Direct-Form LMS adaptive filter is
implemented with zero adaptation delay and hence the
value of m=0, this result in no pipeline registers after the
feedback error calculation in the error computation block
In order to reduce the weight update block complexity,
step-size is considered as a power of 2 fraction, then the
multiplication with step-size can be implemented by
rewiring without any hardware or time delay i.e., right
shifting.

Zero Adaptation Delay: Error computation and weight
update  block  are  the  two  computation   blocks in
Direct-Form  Zero  Adaptation  LMS  filter  shown in
Figure 1, 2. In both the blocks, area consuming
components are multipliers, weight registers and tapped-
delay line. For zero adaptation, Error computation block
and weight update block computation are performed in the
same clock period. According to the proposed direct form
structure (Non-pipelined), error computation and weight
update cannot occur simultaneusly and hence
multiplication of both these phases could be multiplexed
by the same set of multipliersand same registers could be
used by means of performing error computation in first
half  cycle and weight update in the second half cycle.
The proposed zero-adaptation delay structure for a direct
form N-tap LMS adaptive filter consists of N multipliers.
From a common tapped delay line, The input samples are
fed to the multipliers. The N weight values (stored in N
registers) and the estimated error values (after right-
shifting by a fixed number of locations to realize
multiplication by the step size µ) are fed to the multipliers
as  the other input through a 2:1 multiplexer. The
proposed structure requires N adders for modification of
N weights and an adder tree to add the output of N
multipliers for computation of filter output. N 2:1 de-
multiplexers are used to move the product values either
towards the adder tree or weight-update circuit. Clock
signal is used as the control signal for all multiplexers and
de-multiplexers.

the delay line are clocked and it remains unchanged for a
complete clock period because to take one new sample,
the structure requires one complete clock cycle. During
the positive half of each clock period, filter output is
computed  from  multipliers  through the multiplexors
which drives the weight values stored in different
registers. Via Demultiplexers, the product words are then
fed to the adder tree.

Using adder tree, filter output is computed and the
error value is computed by a subtractor. Then the
computed error value is right-shifted to obtain µe  and isn

broadcasted to all N multipliers in the weight-update
circuits. To break the recursive loop of LMS adaptive
filter, a delay is required and it could be inserted either
after the adder tree (results in increased critical path by
TADD), after the en computation or after µe  computationn

(after µe  result in reduced register width).n

The first half-cycle of each clock period ends with the
computation of µe  and during the second half cycle, then

µe  value is fed to the multipliers though the multiplexorsn

to calculate µe x  and de-multiplexed out to be added ton n

the stored weight values to produce the new weights.
During the second half of a clock period computation is
completed once a new set of weight values is computed.
For the computation of filter output and for subsequent
error estimation, the updated weight values from the
previous clock pulse are used in the present positive
cycle of the next clock period. When the next clock cycle
begins, the new weight values are updated in the weight
registers. Therefore, the weight registers are also clocked
at the positive edge of each clock pulse.

Timemultiplexedzeroadaptationdelay: The implementation
of time multiplexed zero adaptation delay direct form LMS
adaptive filter is described using the following Figure 3
Control signal for the Multiplexer and de-multiplexer is the
clock signal. The multiplexer output is either given to error
computation or weight update. Multiplier used is the same
for both error and weight update. De-multiplexer output is
either given to Adder tree used for error computation or
to current weight update.

Two Adaptation Delay: The proposed two adaptation
delay Direct-Form LMS adaptive filter also contains two
blocks as mentioned for the zero adaptation. It consists of
three pipelined stages, where the first stage refers to error
computation block's first level adder tree and the rest of
the error computation block comprises the next pipeline
stage. Weight update block comprises the third pipeline
stage. In this architecture, weight update uses delayed
input and the delay value is 2.
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Fig. 1: Error Computation Block

Fig. 2: Weight Update Block

Fig. 3: Zero Adaptation Delay Time Multiplexed Structure
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Here filter coefficients are multiplied with input strength is depends on the parameter ñ. This algorithm
samples and are then added by means of first level adder suits when majority of the coefficients of w are zero, i.e.,
for two inner product addition and the results are delayed the system is sparse.
and then given as input to the adder tree.

Review of ZALMS and LMS
LMS: Let y(n) be a sample of an observation of output
signal.

Y(n) w x(n) + v(n) (2)T

where w = [w , w , _E _E _E , w ]  is the filter coefficient Experimental Results: Time multiplexed Zero Adaptation0 1 N?1
T

vector. For example, a FIR channel impulse response has delay of Linear FIR LMS and ZA LMS Adaptive filter are
x(n) = [x(n), x(n 1), _E _E _E , x(n  N + 1)]  as the vector simulated in Xilinx Spartan 2 family with the target deviceT

of input signal x(n) and v(n) is the observation noise as xc2s50-6tq144. These two algorithms are implemented
assumed to be independent with x(n). LMS-kind of filters with 8 iterations.
works to sequentially estimate the unknown coefficient
vector using the input signal x(n) and the desired output
y(n). Let w(n) be the estimated coefficient vector of the
adaptive filter at iteration n. In the standard LMS, the cost
function L(n)is defined as,

L(n) = 1/2 e  (n) (4)2

where e(n) is the instantaneous error. It is defined as;

e(n) = y(n) – w  (n)x(n) (5)T

Then filter coefficient vector is updated as follows, 

w(n + 1) = w(n) – µ( L(n)/ w(n)) Both ZALMS and LMS are implemented with same
= w(n) + µe(n)x(n) (6) filter parameters in time multiplexed structure. Zero

where µ is the step size which is responsible for where in time multiplexed structure is not used.
controlling convergence rate and the steady-state
behaviour of the LMS algorithm. The well-known
convergence condition for the;

LMS is 0 < µ < (1/ max) (7)

where max denotes the maximum eigenvalue of
thecovariance matrix of the input vector x(n).

ZALMS: In the ZA-LMS, a new cost function L (n) is1

defined by combining the instantaneous square error with
the  norm penalty of the coefficient vector Comparing1

the ZA-LMS update (9) to the standard LMS update (6),
the ZA-LMS has an additional term –  sgnw(n) which
helps in attracting the tap coefficients nearing to zero.
Hence this algorithm is called as zero attractor, whose Fig. 4: Device utilization summary for ZALMS

adaptation delay is compared with two adaptation delay
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Fig. 5: Simulation result of ZA LMS

Fig. 6: Simulation Result of LMS

Fig. 7: Area report of zero adaptation for LMS

Fig. 8: Timing Report of Zero Adaptation for LMS
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Two Adaptation Delay Adaptive Lms Filter: Input: Same as in zero adaptation are used here.

Fig. 9: Device Usages – Area Utilization of Two Adaptations

Fig. 10: Two Adaptation Delay Timing Report
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